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HIGH DEFINITION  
VIDEO REFEREE



HIGH DEFINITION VIDEO REFEREE
VIDEO GOAL JUDGE SYSTEM FOR CHECKING CONTROVERSIAL MOMENTS

DESIGNED ACCORDING 
TO KHL RULES

	 	HD-SDI broadcast output signal of all cameras

	 	10 HD-SDI cameras is maximum capacity of system

	 	2  wide view cameras with HD - SDI broadcast format output in goal posts

	 	Next 4 – 6 cameras equipped by zoom lens for checking  goal situation 

	 	System includes devices for disrtibution of  all HD-SDI broadcast signals  
into local TV circuit or into TV broadcast transmission 

	 	Information from electronic timekeeper  
( period of match and time counting down) are inserted directly  
into signals of cameras in HD-SDI broadcast format.

	 	Continuous recording of camera signals with H.264 compresion on HDD

	 	Panorama view camera is recorded for all match time  without interruption 
with automatic start  60 minutes before the beginning of match

	 	Continuos recording playing time  signals of all other cameras with 
automatic start after stoppage of play 

	 	Playing event  list (start, stoppage of play, end of play, match score, etc.). 
Logs and record editing by events. 

	 	Possibility to mark  recorded moments of match events manually  

	 	Searching according to real time, match time, match score

	 	Synchronize playback of records of all cameras  simultaneously

	 	Direct distribution of controversial moments into FTP server 

	 	Two independent control places ( videoreferee room and timekeeper banch)

	 	Resistant towards interruption of main supply or electronic timekeeper 
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TECHNICAL SPECIFICATION

	 	We offer economic versions of video goal judge system  
in SD format for lower level of competition.  
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PICTURE SPECIFICATION

Image device CMOS,  2 mil. pixel

Picture format signal HD-SDI broadcast standard

Cover housing of all cameras YES

Wireless transmition signal 
from goal post cameras

HD-SDI, broadcast standard

Recording compresion format H.264

Picture playback format of recording AVI

Information of electronic timekeeper Inserted into  HD-SDI broadcast signal

Horizontal view angle of goal post cameras 135°

Horizontal view angle of cameras  
(up and behind goal post)

5,4 -50° (setting by zoom lens)

SYSTEM CONFIGURATION

Number of cameras 4 - 10  

Number of control places 2

Number of monitors  
(videoreferee room)

2 x LCD 22“ 
(other size on request)

TV broadcasting ouput 
(local TV circuit – TV cube or OBI wan) 

HD- SDI output - 10 x

Recording data storage HDD 12TB, RAID 0 - 5

SYSTEM RESISTIbILITY

Backup power supply UPS 1500 VA

Backup server YES,  cold backup

Hot swap HDD YES

Resistant  towards interruption  
of timekeeper

Yes, manual control

CHECKING FEAURES

Control according to time axis  Yes, with display of events

Picture playback
Advance  / reverse frame by frame

Advance / reverse with step +/-1sec
Variable speed by special remote control

Marking controversial moments  
(requested by referee) 

YES

Marking any match moment  
(during or after match) 

YES

Sending controversial moments 
Directly onto FTP server KHL  

via internet

Picture searching according to

Real time
Match time

Inserted marks
Score

OTHERS

Installation RACK 30U / 19“

Conrol switcher  HD-SDI format 10 input / 1ouput


